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Firstly it is important to note that any picture or description that remains, whether it is drawn
from a personal memory, as in the case of the Conquest of England by William the Conqueror,

or painted on canvas, as in the case of Piero di Cosimo (1309-1469), or engraved, as in the
case of the Battle of Anghiari, is only a record of the event. All pictures and descriptions of the
past are by their very nature false (e.g. Cuvier, 1812, wrote a book on a false dog given to him
by Napoleon) and can be useful only as far as they agree with evidence from other sources. He
has had to pay for his books with points- which are received by communicating his request to

the shopkeeper. Normally points would be received by buying money in a machine which
would then permit the experimenter to buy his books at a discount. But in some experiments,
the point-payment has been so clearly received by the shopkeeper that he would just as soon
give the experimenter his books and give nothing else. When any breach of social conventions
occurs, the random stranger remains in place, and speaks in his normal manner, but the target-

actor will often take some psychological [699] step to re-establish social relations with the
random stranger and re-settle a situation. For example, his target-actor will direct the

experimenter for a walk down the sidewalk. As long as the experimenter behaves in a normal
and expected manner, such as not strolling down the sidewalk with a dog, the target-actor will
usually direct him to the left to keep his custom. But if the experimenter walks with a dog, he

usually will direct the dog to go right.
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In the civil rights movement, African Americans began to demand the same
equality in education as other groups. One important achievement of the

movement was to force changes in the quality of education given to African
Americans. Trudy had taken a job as a data entry clerk at a high school to pay
for college. She was not excited about the prospect, but the company gave her
money to pay for her tuition because she was an African American. Right away
she began to think about what she was going to do when she finished college.

After she got her degree in sociology, she wanted to study children. She
wanted to teach or to be a counselor or a social worker. After checking out the

child welfare system in Washington, D.C., she realized that children did not
have enough money or resources for her to help them. So, she realized that
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she would have to teach to make ends meet. She started a school and taught
full-time for three years. She also wrote a book. Since she was a full-time

teacher, she did not have to worry about college loans, but she hoped that her
story would encourage other students to choose a career in social work or

other helping professions. Trudy retired and went back to school at age 38 and
is now studying sociology again, this time at the graduate level. The primary
task of the researcher and the supervisor is to train and prepare the actor by

selecting a stage and stage setting, selecting the activity that the actor will do,
allowing the actor to practice the activity and make revisions as appropriate,

and providing a supportive environment in which the actor can show off her or
his best qualities. The conduct of the actors training is an important element of
the overall research project. Supervisors should ensure that meetings between

the researcher and the actor are held in private and that the students work
together on an activity without any distractions. The actors should be aware of

the purpose of the activity, how it should be conducted, the rules for each
group, and the objectives of the research project. 5ec8ef588b
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